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June 6, 2017 

 

                Sub: Credit Card Sales on Air India. 
 

1) The acceptable forms of payment for the sale of Air India tickets are cash and on credit card run 

through travel agent merchant only. 

2) Air India does not have a merchant account number in Canada for credit card sales. 

3) When issuing Air India tickets/documents against CASH, please indicate in the FOP BOX of 

the ticket-   AGT/ CASH.  While using clients’ credit card as a Form of Payment, the approval 

and authorization on credit card transactions, needs to be processed in-house through Travel 

Agency’s Merchant. 

(a) FOP Box of the ticket for CC payments will be AGT CHQ 

(b) However, it is crucial to indicate the  words/notification in the EI box of all such tickets: 

“MFAX’ or ‘MFCA’ or ‘MFVI’ (Merchant Fee - Amex / Master card / Visa) along with the 

last 4 digits of the passenger’s credit card, be reflected.  

Example  Valid on AI/AC NON ENDO  MFAX 1234 etc. 

 

4) Air India will in turn reimburse to a maximum of 2.50% or actual credit card charges billed to 

you by the credit card company, whichever is less. 

5) This commision of 2.50% will be applicable on the published fare after the standard 4% 

commission is deducted (net) plus tax amounts only. 

6) This 2.5% commission is not applicable on the published fare amount, for which the approval 

is sought from the credit card company on the transaction. 

7) When reporting the ticket through BSP,total commission ( 4% commission + cc commission)  

should be indicated as commission in the Commission Box of the ticket.   

 

Here are some useful step for calculation and claiming credit card commission and a 

sample BSP image of the example is shown on the following page: 

 

 
Steps in issuing tickets using clients 

credit card as form of payment 
Calculation Totals 

 
Commission 

column 

A In the Fare Box put in the Published Fare   CAD450.00  

B 4% Commission is permitted on all Air   India 
fares system wide, on wholly Air India flights or 
AI codeshare flights.  4% commission is 
applicable on published fares even if itinerary 
includes sector operated by any other carrier. 

(-) deduct CAD 18.00 

 
 
 

Include in 
commission column 

C Nett Fare =(A-B)   CAD432.00  

D Total Taxes   CAD782.88  

E Total Nett Fare + Total Taxes 

E=C+D 
(+) add 
(432+788.82) 

CAD1214.88 
 

F 

Credit Card Commission 2.5%.  

F=2.5% of E 
(-) deduct from CAD 
1214.88 

CAD30.72 
This amount is to be put 
in the EI box along with 

notification  MFVI  MFAX 
or MFAC with last 4 digits 
of the credit card 

Include in 
commission column 

 

G Amount due on ticket to AI. 
G=E-F 

  CAD1184.51 
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8) (Use of Travel Agency’s Corporate Credit cards is not permitted).  
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COMMON MISTAKES MADE when issuing tickets against clients credit card and 

subsequent consequences: 

 

Sn ERROR/MISTAKE CONSEQUENCE 

1 Issuing ticket against clients credit 

card (cc)and running the same 

against merchant in  system  

Air India does not receive any 

monies on this ticket. 

 

Debit Memo will be raised for full 

ticket amount  with additional 

CAD 25.00 fee 

2 Ticket issued against client cc, and 

notification of MFVI or MFCA of 

MF AC is not reflected in the EI 

box of ticket 

Debit Memo will  be raised by AI 

Audit Team in India  for 2.5 % of 

nett fare+ taxes with additional 

CAD 10.00 fee 

3 Refund of tickets issued against 

clients cc, 2.5 % commission needs 

to be returned to AI, whilst 

processing refund – IF 2.5 % CC 

C not returned to AI 

Debit memo will be raised plus 

additional ADM fee 

4 2.5 % is being claimed on the 

published fare + taxes or 4+2.5 ( 

6.5%) is taken from the gross fare 

and taxes. 

Debit Memo will be raised on the 

difference  with additional ADM 

fee 

 

 

 

 

Furnished below are some useful inputs for GDs for issuing tickets and claiming credit card 

commission 
**WTKT«                                                          
WI - PHASE IV FARE AMOUNT MASK - DEPRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE OR    
     RESET AND CLEAR TO RETURN TO PNR.                           
TKT RECORD NBR <1          >   ENTER CITY CODES TO OVERRIDE      
PASSENGER TYPE  ADT            ORIGIN/DESTINATION  <   ><   >    
                                                                 
ENDORSEMENT                    ENTER X IF SUBJ GOVT APRVL < >    

 

Following is the entry in Sabre being used to issue tickets when FOP is credit 
card 
  

W‡K00.00‡H7‡J2‡FCHQ/MFVI0000/CA00.00‡AAI 
Here, K00.00 is the total commission (4%+2.5%)  

CA00.00 is the 2.5% claim amount on net price  
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Please disseminate the content of this circular to all your staff/ branch offices across Canada. 

Should you have any queries on this topic please feel free to reach out to your respective Sales Officer 

who is handling your agency or yyz@airindiacanada.ca 

 

Sales Team Toronto – Air India 
 
5955 Airport Road 

Suite 105, Mississauga, Ont L4V 1R9 

Fax: 905-405-2169 

Email:  yyz@airindiacanada.com 

www.airindia.in 

 

 

mailto:yyz@airindiacanada.com
http://www.airindia.in/

